F.No. 32012/17/2018-Ad. II  
Government of India  
Ministry of Finance  
Department of Revenue  
Central Board of Indirect Taxes & Customs

New Delhi, dated the 12th of July, 2018

To

The Officers and Staff (All),  
Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs.

Sub: Inputs on Cadre Restructuring 2018 - reg.

Madam / Sir,

The exercise of Cadre Restructuring 2018 of CBIC has been initiated in the Department and the final proposal is to be submitted to DoP&T in December 2018.

2. Valuable inputs / suggestions/ comments on the structure, functioning and organisation of CBIC for CR 2018 are invited for the same. All serving officers/staff of CBIC may contribute in this exercise. The views may be sent by e-mail at cr2018.dghrd@gov.in. DGHRD is also in the process of creating a provision in the DGHRD website for receiving the suggestions online, which is likely to become functional shortly.

4. While giving suggestions, the officer may kindly indicate details viz., Name, Designation, Contact Number, present Place of Posting and Commissionerate/Directorate. It is requested that all mails in this regard may be sent latest by 15.08.2018.

Yours faithfully,

(Hemambika R. Priva)  
Commissioner (Coord.)

Copy to Webmaster, CBIC for uploading on the website.